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Abby // 2nd grade
My name is Abby. My seventh birthday was during the pandemic. I did not have a normal
birthday because of COVID. Instead I had a mini birthday in my backyard. We had a pinata and
walking tacos with my uncle ChiChi. We also did a Zoom with my friends. They spelled my
name with stuff from their house: A-B-B-Y, Like an apple for A, a basketball and a banana for
the Bs, and a yard rake for Y -- that one made me laugh. That is the story of my seventh
birthday on March 31, 2020.

Abby // 11th grade
I was in math class on March 11, 2020 when my teacher read off the news that my state
school was closing campus. That night, an email notification from school announced changes
due to COVID. The school made the decision to extend the upcoming spring break to two
weeks, having one week of virtual school and then to go back in person. Three weeks
according to this email and things will be back to normal. I wasn't surprised or scared. I didn't
consider the true ramifications of the news. As an exhausted high schooler, I even felt a little
excited.
At the time, I was student director for the middle school show, Twelfth Night. During rehearsal
the next day, there was so much uncertainty written on the students' faces. Since no one was
able to concentrate, I suggested we run through some of their favorite scenes just in case the

show was canceled. One student, a fifth grader, whose eyes were wide with worry asked me,
"So we're not coming back?" I wasn't sure what to say. How was I going to tell a fifth grader
that after all their hard work, the show may not happen.
Texting one of my friends that weekend, I was surprised to hear his parents weren't allowing
him to go out anymore. Two days later, my parents had the same rule. By the end of the week,
it seems that the whole city had shut down. Everything was canceled or closed.
Still, this didn't overly bother me. I was disheartened for all those around the world who were
suffering. But I wasn't upset for myself. I enjoyed hours on the phone with friends, binging
books and shows. I was fine. I still had a mind that after three weeks things would be back to
normal.
By the time my virtual week of school began, I knew that clearly wasn't going to be the case.
As more news came in of cases and rising death counts, it was apparent the world wouldn't be
back to normal for a while. And I was willing to do my part and stay inside if that was what
was best. I was okay with that. Okay with that ever had to do and whatever I lost. Of course,
there were days that the sadness of isolation hit me. Days when I laid in bed thinking what's
even the point of getting out. Days when I curled up into a ball on the floor, mind blank. But I
didn't let myself say like that for long, and I never talked about it to anyone either. I forced
myself to get up, to find my ways to make the unexpected time productive.
At the end of summer, when my school announced it would be online indefinitely for the year. I
remember my sister having a complete meltdown, devastated in what she saw as the loss of
her senior year. I felt bad for her, but I couldn't really understand. Had she not seen this
coming? I knew school was going to be online. Cases were rising. Many teachers and students
alike were too scared to go back.
As school went on, the days where I had trouble getting out of bed increased. Sometimes the
way the world seems so endlessly unhappy, that living was purposeless. I still, however, didn't
deal with this. I let myself fall farther and farther into the monotonous day after day of
homework, online extracurriculars, and mindless TV.
It wasn't until March 2021 that anything truly hit me. I just read an email from a teacher
apologizing for putting an incorrect date on an assignment. After giving the right date he
wrote, "I blamed my idiocy on the COVID shot I got on Friday". I then rushed into the car on the
way to some appointment, putting on the soundtrack to Dear Evan Hansen. A few minutes into

my drive, the song “For Forever” came on, telling the story of a boy imagining a perfect day
with a friend. A day he wishes could be real. I couldn't help but think of days with my friends I
wished could be real. A whole high school experience that I wished could be real.
My thoughts then turned to my teacher. Someone I knew got their vaccine. There was hope,
real true hope, a light at the end of the tunnel. Perhaps it was the song. Perhaps it was the
shot. Or perhaps I had last reached a breaking point of exhaustion. But the tears welled up in
my eyes and I didn't stop them. I let myself process.
For the past year I realized I'd compartmentalized everything. I thought only in logical terms:
this is the way things are, this is what I have to do. I had to keep moving, keep working. I
couldn't control what was going on in the world, but I could keep control over my life. I never
processed what I'd lost. Never let myself be wide-eyed with worries like the fifth grader or
meltdown like my sister. I'd been devastated for the world, yes, but never grieved for myself.
Whether I like it or not, I have to process. I have to take time to truly acknowledge that I'm not
okay. While the world may go back to normal soon, I won't magically go back to who I was on
March 11, 2020. I need to cry, to grieve, to acknowledge my struggles. It won't solve what's
going on in the world, true. But in the long term, it's the best chance to have it being okay
again.

Anastasia // 6th grade
My name is Anastasia, I'm in grade six going to seventh. The pandemic affected me personally,
because since we had to be quarantined for part of it, it helped me be creative with my art.
Because I was out of my art phase for a bit and stopped painting and drawing and all that. And
then I started just doing digital art and started to paint again, do traditional art, basically pencil
and paper too.

Angela // 11th grade
Cages don't feel constricting until you see the bars. I'm a comfortably living teenager.
Academic opportunities and familial support around every corner. Yet until quarantine, I never
looked inwards and saw the hole in my heart.

During the coronavirus pandemic, I fell into cycles of depression and apathy, desperately
desiring to be held, to be heard. I wanted happiness, but I didn't know how to find it, whether it
be through idealized friends or a romantic relationship or just peace within myself.
One day I just laid there, drowning in this malaise and I thought, "Okay, time to fix this". And I
did, slowly piece by piece, through countless conversations with my therapist, family, and
friends that ultimately shaped me for the better.
Funny enough, I'm actually grateful for how the pandemic societal upset drew apart the
curtains of the mess on stage, the play titled "My Life". It led me to find my missing piece:
self-acceptance.

Cash // 8th grade
So I really remember this kicking off around somewhere near the end of March of last year. The
pandemic. The thing that I think most stuck out to me and that I'll probably remember for the
rest of my life, is just the last couple of days we were in school. It was like there was no one
there. And there was nobody that knew what was happening or knew what to do. So we just
sat there all day. I mean, it was nice that we didn't have to do any schoolwork. But that was
creepy.
So that's mainly the thing I remember most about the pandemic, is the start of it. I don't really
have anything in the middle of it. It was boring, just talking with friends online, not being able
to go outside, having to wear a mask. But I'm really going to be glad once it's over.

Christyn // 11th grade
“I cannot remember the books I've read any more than the meals I've eaten. Even so, they have
made me.” -- Ralph Waldo Emerson.
Ring, the doorbell chimes. I run to the door in the middle of class, chemistry or spiritual life,
something like that. Opening the door, the box with my name on it is on the side hidden behind
one of the posts. I leave the package on the counter, waiting until class ends to open it. I leave
the meeting, minutes later, girls saying “thank you, have a nice day”.

I rushed to the counter, opening the package, slowly cutting each piece of tape, careful not to
scratch the cover. I breathe in that new book scent and close my eyes for a moment, feeling a
sense of calm wash over me. My mom or dad parks the car and I wait, jumping on the balls of
my feet, itching to push through those double pine green doors toward new worlds. Finally my
mom says, “Go ahead.” Without looking back, I rush to those doors, pushing them open and
immediately enveloped in a familiar warmth that tugs at my heart.
An employee, the cashier, says “Hi, welcome to Barnes and Noble”. I smile at them, not
breaking my pace to the escalators. I hop on the step letting it take me to the next floor. I hop
off, walk a few feet to the young adult romance section, my fingers brush against a million
spines and I sit, waiting to be consumed trying to find my next destination.
Through it all, the struggles and mental health dips. The breakdowns in seemingly endless
Zoom classes, there was always a story to tell, and a story to read.
These stories were no longer an optional escape from the SciFi reality we call the pandemic.
They're vital to stay somewhat sane. And they became an intimate time with myself away from
the rest of the world. Mentally, if not physically, that I take it for granted only mere months
before. I remember these fiction books I read a few years ago: “Everything Everything” by
Nicola Yoon and “Five Feet Apart” by Rachael Lippincott.
I used to think it impossible not to be able to even touch or breathe the same air as a person
you loved. That luxury – ours once – and hopefully will be again.
A smattering of novels splayed across my bed act as a globe. I could pick and choose any
destination, anytime. Travel through the streets alone for the price of almost nothing.
Sometimes I visit New York, Boston. Other times, I sojourned in Italy or Ireland.
Books – dreams became reality. Through blood, sweat and tears splattered on the page. I open
up a document, sometimes on Notion or FadeIn Pro or Google Docs. My fingers are ready to
craft that stream of consciousness, uninterrupted.
At home, I talk much more than I do at school. The thoughts are there. They're just unspoken. I
found that writing is where I can talk for hours on end without someone ever rolling their eyes
or asking me to stop. Where I can't feel stupid for wanting to be heard. The words are edited,
filtered, but at the same time unfiltered. Like little scribbles on the piece of paper are a true

sense of what I feel. Their normal incoherency and nerves that make my words trip over each
other is gone. Just me and my fingers and my mind. Still talking. But my mouth is closed.
I wrote a lot. Instead of speaking spitfire nonstop to my family who suffer from my rants or
“tasteful talks”, as I like to frame it, I typed. Each word, a reflection of what I felt. And the more
there are, the less value they have. And I guess that's true of a lot of things. Money, clothes,
those material things. Except for me, books aren't like that. The more I have of them, I find
myself enriched and enlightened. And value increases each book. Because I have the chance to
live a different life. Through storytelling and reading, those characters become a part of myself.
So sure, I use books as a form of escapism, but I also find myself living those lives. The lives I
couldn't quite live yet. And even if I can't name each of the books I've read this past year,
they've made me. In the same way language and culture makes up the rest of me, words and
words and words – a universal language and the feeling of something.

Frances // 7th grade
My name is Frances and this is my pandemic story.
The pandemic helped me be more independent. I learned to do things more by myself. I made
my own schedule, made my own lunch, made time to do homework, made time to have breaks,
etc. Before, I always had to ask my parents what was happening that day. I learned to ask
myself for help first.
I was at home doing school in my room for over thirteen plus months. I just sat at my desk right
by my window and did school for seven hours each day. I FaceTimed, but other than that, I was
by myself.
It was hard for me to learn online. The Google Meets always glitched, people's computers
weren't working, the internet crashed, etc. Classes, like gym, were really weird. We had to do
workouts with our cameras on, in our rooms or basements. In the end, I was only in person for
three weeks.
I think the pandemic made it easier for me to switch schools. I learned how to figure stuff out
and not freak out right away. I have been at the same school with the same people since
kindergarten. So it was a very hard decision to go out of my comfort zone and switch schools.

I also now appreciate school more than ever after it was taken away for so long.
Another thing that helped me was my three week overnight camp. I was so nervous because it
was the first time I'd be away from my family and in a new environment. I had to really use all
those skills I'd learned. Whether it came to making new friends, staying with complete
strangers, trying new scary things, or choosing my own thing to do every day, I guess what I
learned from going through all these unexpected hard scenarios is that you can gain a better
understanding of yourself.
I am capable of a lot more than I thought I was.

Grace // 8th grade
My name is Grace and I'm 14. From beach friends to dance friends, to school friends to family
friends, friends are always there for you, or at least they're supposed to be.
Picture this: It's March 13th 2020. And the pandemic is just starting. I'm dancing at the Mall of
America for St. Patrick's Day and seeing people in masks. My mom comes home stocking the
guest room with toilet paper, and school is canceled for two extra weeks. A mix of emotions
run through my mind – from excitement to scared. Me, like everyone, was full of uncertainty.
Fast forward two months later, and nothing was the same. Or so I thought. Online school, no
activities, masks, no friends. It felt like normal life was over. With my phone broken, I couldn't
see my friends through a screen and I wasn't allowed to see them face to face either.
Everyday that went by of me alone in my room made me venture into my thoughts of
loneliness. All my friendships are going to go away. What if this pandemic never ends? What if
I lose all my friends in my past life? Many of those questions I still can't answer, but one I can.
A year later, my friends are still here. Yes, my friendships have ebbed and flowed and changed.
But my true friends never left. The friendships I had that weren't true, I lost, but the ones that
were genuine grew stronger than ever before.
Through the pandemic, we have all experienced those thoughts of loneliness, but like me, my
friends went through all the confusion, but we stuck together through it. Even though we are

still in the pandemic and it sucks, growing friendships was the best thing that COVID could
have done for me. Like a light in the darkness, I couldn't have been more wrong. I made
friendships that will last a lifetime.

Harley // 5th grade
Okay, so if I had to choose the worst time in my life, it would have to be quarantine. I mean,
like, you have to wear a doctor's mask, just to go to a store. But, we can learn from this
experience and having to wear a doctor's mask in the store, it's not that bad. It’s not as bad as
having lives at stake. But the good part is that they're sending out vaccines, and we will get
better soon. And finally, we can have some hope for this all to end, and just get back to normal.
And we can really learn something from this experience. And we can't just forget about
everything that happened. We can't just say, “Oh, I'm just gonna forget about that, because
that never happened”. We will always remember this.

Jaden // 8th grade
The last year for me and for many people was a difficult one, not just because of the pandemic,
but because of the protests that followed the death of George Floyd, it really brought an
awareness to police brutality here in the United States for many people who were unaware of
the abuses that were taking place for many, many years.
So being able to cover these protests as a journalist was a really valuable experience for me,
because there are many people that could make it out to these protests that could experience it
for themselves. So now I'm their lens, showcasing all the different things that were happening
in the community and on the national scale.
And one protester I spoke to, in particular, his frustration summed up the whole entire protest,
in general, just citing the need for changes to be made to policing here in this country. There
haven't been many changes in the last few years, because there's been a significant war on
drugs, there's been a significant war on many other things. But community policing has
seemed to be a solution for a lot of police departments in order to really get rid of that more
hard-on-crime model and more of a community model as to where their officers are engaging
with the community they're serving. And these departments are also making sure that their
officers look like the people they're serving so that they can build a common relationship with

the people that are serving and they can build relationships with the community overall. So
you know, he really cited the need for those changes to be made.
And locally, in my city of Toledo, those changes are starting to be made, you're starting to see
more diversity on the force. That's been something that the police chief has emphasized his
dedication to diversity. So it's been over a year since those protests and you're definitely seeing
some changes. I know it's gonna be a lengthy process, it's gonna be a slow process, as most
changes do not happen overnight. So just to be able to see these changes happening in real
time, truly years from years from now, we're going to be able to judge how the country did
after the death of George Floyd and that there's more to show than just a conviction in the trial
of Derek Chauvin.

Jeffrey // 11th grade
I can't remember what day it was. Sometime during the school year is about as specific as I can
get. But I guess that's the point. It's happened so many times by now. I can't even remember a
day it hasn't. But forgetting the specific circumstances and only remembering what my daily
routine had warped into, detailing the everyday experiences of a high school student living in
the pandemic, the goods and the bads, the interesting in the mundane. That's what I want to
share with you today. A boringly unforgettable series of days that I'm sure many wouldn't want
to look back upon, and understand what it was truly like to be a part of this special time.
I was jolted awake by my phone's alarm clock set to 10 minutes before class began to
maximize sleeping time. With a wonderful dream cut short by the misgivings of online school. I
lay in bed with my eyes awake, but still closed, desperate for just another little wink of sleep.
All the while listening to that soft fun little jingle and begging someone anyone to just please
put an end to that most ear grating insufferable noise that had plagued me for an eternity of
mornings.
But then the ugly realization that there was nobody but myself to shut off that alarm hit me.
And so I groggily forced myself to sit up, reach over another small table on my right. And
finally, silence that demonic little chime. Ah, peace and quiet, I should get ready. Maybe set up
my computer on that desk over there, grab some food, brush my teeth, and prepare for history
class, which is the first class of the day. I knew that much.

Da – five more minutes can't hurt, right? I can just do everything else during class, so I'll be
fine. Oh, my goodness, I'm three minutes late, I fell asleep again! This is bad. Please don't mark
me absent.
Although if it's one thing I'm relieved about. It's that I don't have to feel panicked about running
to school or missing the bus and could simply take classes from my bed or my phone because
technical issues prevented my camera from turning on.
So that's what I did. Though, I was struggling to pay attention to what my teacher was saying
during class because I was so focused on simply keeping myself awake. The temptation of my
bed was threatening to lower my already questionable grades. I'd be done for if I got called on
and couldn't respond because I was unconscious. Thankfully, nothing of the sort happened and
I managed to stay awake by keeping one eye open at a time and alternating eyes if one started
to feel tired.
After signing off the Google Meet, I was met with a deafening silence in my room, reminding
me once again how much I missed walking with my friends, as we talked and walked down the
hallways to our next classes. But no one spoke in this isolated room, no voices announcing the
daily updates over an intercom. Just me. I checked the schedule I had downloaded at the
beginning of the school year, still needing to confirm which day it was and whether classes I
had to join. Orchestra next, then English then Health etc.
During this time, I had eventually gotten out of bed and sat in my chair at the desk, having
finally resolved those pesky tech issues and ready to turn my camera on. The cycle of joining
and leaving classes continued for the next several hours until school ended and I was finally
able to log onto social media and chat with my friends.
Wait – did I have any extracurriculars today? There was that Model United Nations meeting
today at 3pm. So I guess I should join in case the other team members needed help teaching
anything. Clubs this year have been on a huge decline since not many students at our school
are really dedicated enough to attend some arbitrary online club any longer than two weeks
after joining. I can't really blame them though. There just isn't any realistic method to keep
them interested for so long without being able to build community like an in-person club
normally would. I can't even remember the names of several of our new members. And it's
already been months since they've joined. Oh, we're doing some speaking drills today. That
sounds fun.

After that had all finished, I was finally free to log onto social media and chat with my friends.
Not like I hadn't already been doing so during class but hopping onto a voice call with a few
other people and hearing their voices, I was finally able to satisfy my deprived needs for social
interaction. This daily process of remote learning and then talking with my friends persisted for
an uncountable number of months. And I now find it frightening that such a routine had
become so normalized in my life.
I long for the unimaginable days where I'll walk with my friends down the school hallways
again. But even when that time comes, I will never be able to get the mundane everyday
experiences that I lived during 2020. I should probably put this all down somewhere. I thought
to myself, somewhere that can cement my personal experience during a historic moment.
Somewhere I could look back upon. And so before going to sleep, I opened my computer,
started a new Google Doc and began writing, writing, writing.

Jo // 7th grade
Hi, My name is Jo. I'm 12 years old and this is my story.
I remember waking up late in the day, at about 11:30 in the morning. The prior night I woke up
around one in the morning to my parents’ worried voices. I couldn't tell what they were saying,
but I needed to figure it out. I walked into their room and asked what they were saying.
“We will explain it in the morning,” my mom said to me.
I went to bed that night with a sore stomach, sweaty palms and worried thoughts. I finally fell
asleep a few hours later and got a chance to sleep in.
When I got up, I heard my sister crying downstairs. I went downstairs and asked my mom why
she was crying. Her birthday party was canceled and now she's having a tantrum. She said,
“Why is it canceled?” I asked. “Go look at the TV. We'll talk later.” she said.
I could tell she was stressed. I went to the TV where my dad was. He looked as if he was about
to cry. On the news, there was a big border that read something like this – Breaking News:
Coronavirus Forces Americans to Quarantine Their Homes.

I was so confused. thoughts were running through my head. Thoughts like what is coronavirus?
Why is this happening? How is this happening? How long is this gonna last? Suddenly, I felt
very dizzy. These questions were trapped in my head.
Later, my dad told me we were going to go on a bike ride before we had to start social
distancing. I still remember when I first heard that word, social distancing. Little did I know that
I would get very used to it.
We left for the bike ride in the afternoon. Just me, my sister May, my brother Marty, my dad. My
dad brought us to a park where there were many kids playing in a playground. We saw one of
my sister May’s friends. Her entire family was there. And we talked to them about that chaos
that was happening for about an hour. We left after that.
On the way back, we passed a grocery store. There were cars flooding the small parking lot. I
remember thinking this isn't similar to the apocalypse. This is the apocalypse. The days, weeks,
months that have gone by after that have been difficult following the pandemic, but never
impossible. Because I've had my family.
The pandemic has changed me, but in the best way possible. And in however many years,
when someone asks me to share my story, I know I'll be prepared.

JoJo // 9th grade
My name is JoJo. I am in the ninth grade.
Quarantine was quite the experience. A week before we started, I performed at this thing
called the Blue & Gold Bash. It's where parents from all around come to support the arts for
Breck School. I performed the song Fly Me To The Moon by Frank Sinatra. The next week was
full of excitement, people coming up to congratulate me, people showed me the video. It was
just magical – until schools closed.
Spring break. Cool two weeks. But wait, we can't go outside. I go over to a friend's house. And
mind you, that's the last friend's house I went to. All that was on the TV was: oh no!
apocalypse, zombie COVID. All around just trouble.

March 14th: the weekend began and never ended. And then it became online school, there
was Zoom, there was Google Classroom, and sometimes even FaceTime with my teacher. But
the problem with that was not that I was online.
See, I have siblings, but they don't live with me. My siblings are all spread around. So at this
time, it was just me and my mom at home. She was out there helping COVID. She was a nurse.
So she was on the frontlines. And as my mom was on the frontlines, I was at home doing
school.
Most kids during lunch, they go and say hi to their parents. Me – I went outside. And as sad as
it sounds, I went outside and played with trees. I was a big football kid. But what's football
without people to throw the ball to? So I used to throw the ball at trees, through trees, with
trees. Anything just to keep my mind off of the fact that I was alone. My screen time definitely
went up during that time. I was watching TV. I was playing games every day. Just made me
miss friends and people around me.
Then school ended, I felt accomplished. But then summer came at least with school, I would
have a reason to get up. I would have a reason to do stuff. But this was a summer with nothing.
The next year school started again, but with masks. But again, everything felt alone, six feet
apart, desks were all spread out. And to make things worse, as my mom had gotten a new job
in the public hospital, she caught COVID. And then I caught COVID That's a Christmas gone.
After Christmas, we went back to school. Nothing got better. Everything felt alone. That's a
feeling I don't want to feel again. I miss people, I miss interactions. I miss being with friends,
being with my mom. So I pray and I hope that everyone out there is being safe, and that we can
end this in good health.

Julia // 8th grade
March 13 2020. We left school on a Friday. Me and my friends were happy because we knew
that we were not going back to school for a while. So we had a sleepover.
Fast forward a few months I was doing all right. I learned new crafts. I was having outside
picnics with my friend. I started watching some new shows. And we got another dog.

I was doing all right until online school came. I mean, how bad could it be – being in your
house, being in your room staring at a computer? I was wrong. I was doing terribly in my
classes, and I absolutely hated it. Until about a month ago, I went back to school in person, and
I'm much happier than I was before. I'm glad that I got to spend my last years of middle school
in-person, rather than being online at a computer.
COVID had definitely had its ups and downs, but I definitely got closer to some people. And I
definitely got to see my family much more COVID has changed our lives and I hope that soon
some things will go back to normal. And that was my experience of COVID-19 and quarantine.

Julianna // 8th grade
I'm Julianna. I'm a colored Latina girl in the society today. I'm 14 years old. I wrote this piece of
work on the movement of BLM and George Floyd, as this is something we're all facing at the
moment as kids, Minnesota and the US. It's important to get our viewpoints across because
we're the legacy of this world.
We have been hearing about this maybe through news, parents, school, or peers. And it's
important that we also understand it, as no change or good will happen if we were left
unheard. So I want to use my voice for what is right and just.
The world has always had its defining points solely to division within it all. I never would have
thought the greatest division from others would be my skin color.
I woke up to the news playing downstairs, I ran to see what was going on to be met by a
familiar name on the screen. George Floyd was pronounced dead by police brutality on May 25
2020. I'd recognized a name but I didn't know where until he realized he worked at a
restaurant my family used to go to. I was 12 years old at the time looking wide eyed at the
screen, not being able to believe what was going on. I had known racism existed, but it always
seemed far behind in history books rather than reality today, until it's brought to my state, my
city. Now it all seemed real. Everything around me seemed to be crumbling, including the
shield of protection from reality that once did.
As kids, we never would have thought that we'd be met with these problems as naive as it
sounds, as we choose to live our lives without worry or care. But this was different. This was

now and we couldn't escape it. I couldn't escape it. I was gone from the world overwhelmed by
my own stress, clouded in my mind, waiting for the darkness that was conquering to pass.
It has always been said that darkness strikes. It's a hope that you see the most never would
have thought that our hope would come in the form of flames and riots. At this point, it was
difficult to comprehend it all. As Martin Luther King Jr. always taught us to take care of things
and peace and he became heard. Well, now things have to be set to flame to be heard.
Despite that, people came together to create a movement. Driving around Minneapolis, the
words of the voices of justice became more seen. Signs of Black Lives Matter would be up
everywhere you went and you could truly see the end coming across. Moments like these
show the picture-perfect hope, further showing the unity and voices coming in peace can be
the change that we needed. Although there's still much work to be done to bring the world to
peace. But until then, I encourage you to use your voice for the common good, as the next
generation will carry out the legacy of hope.

Korron // 5th grade
I was at school when corona started. When I was online at school, it was difficult. And it was
hard understanding.We left for spring break. I was on my phone with my sister and we were
watching TV. There I was playing again. Got way bored, and then my friends wouldn't answer
their phone. So they got bored. Then I had to play all by myself. So I drawed and watched
protests on tick tock, and there was this sniper on a roof and it shot at somebody and I got
scared. And when I was returning to school, half of the people looked different, really different
and some of my friends.

Leigh // 11th grade
I'm a junior in high school. And this is a story that I wrote about one of the most impactful
experiences I had during the pandemic.
On the night I came out to my parents is non-binary, I witnessed one of the most objectively
breathtaking sunsets I've ever witnessed in my 17 years living in this town, a part of the
country widely renowned, at least among those within it for its winter sunsets, which are
commonly agreed upon to be far superior to the summer sunsets. Maybe that's because they

are rarer, more special somehow, simply because not as many people are willing to sit outside
in the snow long enough to watch them.
On the night I came out to my parents, I didn't want there to be a sunset. I didn't deserve one. I
wanted to watch the sky slip unceremoniously from a dull blue to a slippery black one that just
might swallow me up and take me somewhere I wouldn't have to think I knew the sunset
wasn't just for me, but it felt like I was the only one watching it. It felt like I was the only person
in the world right then. Everyone else was watching the sunset from some other world
adjacent to the one I occupied where they couldn't see me. I didn't want a sunset but the sky
was putting on a show.
I wrote the letter at least a week prior on overpriced stationery my dad bought me at the gift
shop of an island off the coast of Booth Bay we visited that summer. I tried to recall the exact
words I had printed on the starch paper. I remembered they were neat words, careful words,
shaky words, angry words, but I couldn't remember what words they were.
I watched the lavender cream clouds melt into the orange wedge sky and thought about how
they were probably reading the letter at that very moment. I looked at the glistening reflection
of the sunset in the strip of foamy water sinking into the sand. I thought maybe if I laid in that
strip of sand, the sunset would be forever imprinted upon my skin.
My phone buzzed and my stomach lurched. It was Lucas telling me they read the letter and
they seemed fine. I took a sharp breath and my phone evaded my quaking hands, landing in a
clump of sand. I knelt down to retrieve it, carving the sand out from the inside of the case with
my fingernail.
There was a second text, it read "Dad doesn't want you driving in the dark". This felt like such a
normal thing for him to say. He still cared about me. Still worried about me coming home alive
even after reading the letter. The letter admitting I was everything he always taught me not to
be.
As I was walking back to the car, a 40-something couple stumbled across the iced over tire
tracks towards the lake. I can't remember if they were holding hands or not. They probably
were. They said something about just missing the sunset. I felt a little guilty about stealing it
from them, even though I didn't. Not really.

I watched the blurry sunset in the rearview mirror as I drove home, heading back towards
Route 302 on the Old Camp Road, past the shirtless dudes crowded around bonfires, opal
flames licking the bottoms of the empty Bud Light cans in their calloused fists. Past the well
drilling sign with the bullet hole punctuating the space after drilling as if a signaling the end of
a sentence. Past the toddler sized plastic basketball hoop strategically placed to cover the
potholes.
I listened to Cosmic Dancer by T-Rex and sang along because: 1) you can sing and think at the
same time and 2) it's a really easy song to sing along to.
Dad called as I was about to turn onto 302. I looked at his little contact icon in the corner of the
screen. I was probably eleven or twelve, all my hair hidden within the folds of my ski mask. Our
faces were smashed together, his beard crinkling as he smiled, both of us squinting as the
snow white light. I put him on Bluetooth and the music stopped and all I heard was his heavy
breathing. He told me to be home soon, which was his way of saying he loved me, I guess.
His voice sounded different. I can't place how but it did. My voice sounded different too,
scratchy and strain from the singing. I drove past Sunset Variety with all its garish Christmas
lights still dripping from the rotting wood of the porch, past the traffic light that always comes
out of nowhere at night, past the Big Apple with the shiny lottery tickets. It all looks so
different. Like I was coming back to town from a long vacation.
When I pulled into the driveway mom was standing in the dusty sepia-tinted light of the
garage waiting for me. The bottom half of her looked disappointed. The top half of her looked
relieved. She told me I didn't have my headlights on, that I'm going to need more practice with
night driving. I followed her into the furnace room and she turned to look at me, said that her
and dad would love and support me no matter what. That they would help me through every
step of this journey. That I should never hesitate to ask for anything I need from them. Basically
everything you're supposed to say. Maybe she did some googling and wrote a mental speech
before I got home. The furnace went quiet for a minute, exhaling shakily and settling into its
skin. I told her I wasn't expecting her to be so accepting. I know that probably hurt her, but it
was the truth. And then we hugged and all that crap just like in the movies.

Makia // 9th grade

My name is Makia, and I'm 14 years old. Although the pandemic had lots of negative outcomes
for me it had more positive than negative ones. For example, some cons are that I developed an
eating disorder. I was really lonely. I spent less time with my mom and I grew self conscious
without my mask. But some pros were that I got closer to my siblings, I read a lot, I found lots
of new hobbies, and I got more plants and I learned to take care of them. I learned my value
and I made better friends than the ones I had.
In life, not just during big changes, there will always be more cons than pros are more pros
than cons. Very rarely is it perfectly balanced. For many people, I'm sure the pandemic was
horrible. But for me, the pandemic may have actually been a little beneficial. I grew up closer to
my family and I learned to respect myself more. And I learned who I needed in my life and who
I didn't need in my life. I developed my own opinion, instead of just doing whatever anyone else
was doing. I researched stuff before I actually wanted to say something about it. And I think
I've matured a lot as well. I think because I just had so much time alone, and I needed
something to fill that time and it was also time where I wasn't being influenced by so many
people about a lot of things.

Max // 7th grade
It was March 12th 2020, my eleventh birthday.
I took the bus home from school and was ready to party with all my friends. The plan was to
go to Dave & Busters, and then Buffalo Wild Wings for dinner, and then have a sleepover.
I got ready for the party and I was so excited when my friends came over. We went into the
back yard and played basketball for hours.
I came inside and saw my dad talking with my mom. They seem concerned. I asked them if
something happened. My dad said yes. He told me that the NBA had been canceled for the
next two months because of coronavirus. When I heard the news, I was in shock. I didn’t know
what to say because the NBA had been such a big part of my life.
Then my dad told me that there was more bad news. My state basketball tournament was
canceled. I was so devastated. Our team had such a good end to the season, I really thought
we could win.

My mom then had more bad news. She said we couldn’t go to Dave & Busters or Buffalo Wild
Wings. It felt like the world was shutting down.
Because of COVID, my birthday was my last day in person at my elementary school. School
went virtual. Everything changed – the NBA, my birthday, school.
But the NBA finally resumed in time for the playoffs. We learned that wearing masks could
help stop the spread of the virus. Eventually the vaccine became available. And I got my last
dose of the vaccine on my last day of sixth grade in June 2021.

Mia // 9th grade
“Mia Collins is absent today.”
“Mia Collins is absent today.”
“Mia Collins is absent again today.”
That's probably what my dad heard every time he got a robo call from school. I wasn't Ferris
Bueller running around skipping class. I was in my bed, doing my work telling myself to wait
one more minute before joining the next Zoom class. It didn't make sense, any of it. I was sitting
there in front of screens most of the day, something I was always told to stay away from.
My hair was a mess. I was still in my pajamas. And I had just woken up for the third time that
day. I would see other people joining class wondering why it was so hard for me, even though I
wasn't the only one. I had no motivation to do anything, even though I had nothing else to do. I
went from seeing my friends every day to only FaceTiming to do the work we didn't know how
to. I couldn't play soccer. I couldn't go anywhere. I was trapped. That's what the pandemic felt
like. Being trapped.
At 14 years old, being social, whether at school or at friends, houses, everything. It's a huge
part of learning too. And then that's why it was really hard for me to focus. The biggest
motivation shift for me was when ski season started. Then I could see my friends every day
and be free to socialize outside while doing something I love so much. The pandemic ski
season definitely made skiing one of my favorite things to do. It balanced things out, and it was
always something to look forward to.

Online School made me feel like I was failing and skiing made me remember that I'm good at
so many other things. When in-person school came back, it made me realize how much I really
missed school and seeing everyone together every day. Something I used to take for granted.

Nithali // 9th grade
The pandemic was so hard with online school and being isolated. But when George Floyd was
murdered, me and my friends knew something was going to change, and that we had to help.
As a biracial brown person, I knew about the injustices and police brutality towards minorities.
But I never thought that anything like that would happen in Minneapolis. I had a made up
bubble around our city, and I didn't think anything bad could ever happen. I was disappointed
and shocked when George Floyd was murdered and all the thoughts that I had about
Minneapolis being perfectly safe for everyone vanished. When I went with my family to his
memorial, I still couldn't believe how short the drive was over to Cup Foods. When I went, I
was surprised by how many people came to support the cause. And I finally felt like things
were maybe starting to change.
Over the summer, I tried to learn more about police brutality and the systemic racism in our
government and police forces. The more I learned, the more angry I got. Why haven't I learned
any of this in school? And what else do I not know? I started trying to learn about redlining.
This caused Minneapolis to be extremely segregated and is still affected by it today. Still, I
believe that my school was not part of any racism. But a recent event proved me wrong.
Through social media, a person spoke out about the racism they received at my school, which
happened just a couple years ago. When my teacher tried to talk about it, she said that at the
time, it was acceptable. And what she meant to say was twisted and the rumors weren't true. I
guess I will never know what really happened. But it made me realize that racism can happen
anywhere. And it made me start to notice the microaggressions at my school, like how all the
Black kids in my class sat away from everyone. Or how if we were talking about racism, people
looked back at the Black kids as though they were asking if it was real or not. One time, a girl
even said the N-word while reading a book, and my teacher didn't even blink. She said that it
was okay and that everyone makes mistakes, but failed to educate everyone on the meaning of
the word.
I even talked to my vice principal about some of the issues and she said that some Black kids
felt as though they were outsiders because my school is so white. Me and my friend started

talking more about the racial and social and justices in our society and tried to absorb
everything COVID gave to us together. I understood more than I did before and I am more
educated on current events, but I'm not perfect and I'm still working on helping make our
society more acceptable and aware of our mistakes.

Nolan // 8th grade
When COVID hit, I was in the middle of deciding if I wanted to stay at my current school or
move to a different one. The decision was hard enough due to thoughts like: What about my
friends? How will I adapt to the new school? But due to COVID, a whole new group of
questions were added to the equation. Now I had to think about what school would be better
at teaching from home, and how I would make friends if my only connection was through a
computer. In the end, I decided to go to a new school, but then I realized that it wasn't my
decision at all. It was my parents, the new school was significantly more expensive than my old
one. And they didn't know if they wanted to send me to the new school, the decision would
have been a lot easier if it weren't for COVID. But because of COVID, my parents thought, why
simply send them to a more expensive school if he's just going to sit on a computer all day.
With months of convincing, I was finally able to switch schools but COVID made it much
harder. When I got to my new school, I wasn't able to see half my classmates because the
school split up. And guess whose fault it was? Yep. COVID’s.
At the beginning of the year, I had already made some friends due to meeting people through
an existing friend. But when I saw the cohort list, I saw that they were all in the other cohort.
When I saw this, I panicked because I thought these people already know each other, but I
barely know anyone. Because of my timid mindset, it took me a while to make some good
friends and I was pretty quiet at school. I slowly made a few friends but I still wasn't that close
with anyone. When I heard the cohorts were going to combine, I had mixed feelings because I
didn't know if I'd be comfortable with all the new faces. When the day finally came when the
cohorts mixed, it turned out all my worry was for nothing. I now have a good group of friends
in my school life is finally starting to feel normal again.

Obinna // 10th grade
In a city that was once known as the epicenter of the world's trade. In a city that was once
filled with people of all different cultures and backgrounds, walking side by side on the streets

and sidewalks. In a city where each train ride was stuffed with people packed like sardines. In a
city where you would have the Empire State Building, one of the most known skyscrapers in
the world. In a city with marvelous shopping complexes with millions of customers. In a city
that was once known as a city that never sleeps, it is almost as if the city has now fallen to
rest.
The streets are now devoid of any signs of life. The cars, once honking at one another, are now
gone. The bright yellow taxis that lined up against the sidewalk are nowhere to be found. The
street vendors that sold a variety of different dishes and drinks have disappeared. In a city that
was once known as the city that never sleeps. It is almost as if the city has now fallen to rest.
One might ponder what dreadful event has befallen on this city to cause a drastic change in a
place such as this. Was it a tornado? No, maybe it was a hurricane? I was thinking that it has to
be an earthquake. Well, it is a tiny microscopic organism known as COVID-19.
Some people find it difficult to believe that something that's small can spread so fast. Some
people find it difficult to believe that something so small can ravage a lively city the way it did.
Some people find it difficult to believe that something so small can take as many lives as it did.
In a city that was once known as the city that never sleeps. It is almost as if the city has not
fallen to rest.
The thing that makes COVID-19 so menacing is that there is no escape from it. COVID-19 does
not discriminate. Celebrities and everyday people alike are being affected at rapid rates. Almost
like the apocalypse – you can run but you can't hide. If it were a hurricane, you can just depart
the area. Perhaps it was a tornado then you can just go underground and wait for it to pass by.
What if it had been an earthquake? Well then you can get to level ground. For COVID-19, all
we can do is shelter inside of our homes and hope for the best. In a city that was once known
as the city that never sleeps. It is almost as if the city has now fallen to rest.

Ruben // 12th grade
Everyone take a pause. . . how did that feel? Was it boring, relaxing, stressful, time-wasting?
Was it new? Well, we know it's not new since we did that when the global pandemic wrapped
around the world. We stopped seeing friends that have been helping us. While also maybe
stop seeing friends that have been hurting us. This is a break, a break from all the toxicity, but
also a break from all the help. But still, everything was neutral and bland, and there wasn't
much we could do.

For me though, I found an obsession during this time, something to take my mind off of all the
boredom around me. And I got obsessed with music. I relaxed in the strange yet suddenly
common state of solitude that the world offered me, I found new bands, genres and decades of
music, and I was at a level of peace I had never known to exist, and I felt guilty for this.
I got rid of my guilt on my birthday, since that's the day where I can be completely selfish. And
my birthday happened a few months into the pandemic, and all my friends pitched in to buy
me a record player. I collected vinyls and jammed out in my room. I decorated my walls and
made my room a safe place that gave my thoughts and identity a canvas. This was the best
place and the only place in the world for me at the time. I unlocked a deeper sense of
adventure while looking for new artists and new songs to decorate my room with. And I've
connected with everything I found. I feel complete through the strong change. But I'm still the
same person, just way more stylish.
This inspired me to a level that I'd never known to exist. And this year, I started a music club at
my school so that I could help other people find whatever it is they're missing through the art
of music. And I'm hoping this will happen by listening to a wide variety of music, playing
instruments to create beautiful harmonies and going to concerts to connect in a lively and
personal way. The concert thing really excites me because I feel like the best way to connect
with people. It's the thing I've been looking forward to the most for when COVID is officially
over. And I just want people to find out who they are, take their time to accept it and embrace it
in a beautiful way. And I feel like a lot of people did this throughout COVID. This was a
blessing in disguise, even though everyone had their struggles, and everyone was still trying to
figure stuff out. It all was good in the long run. And I'm hoping down the road people will look
back and feel like they're able to reflect on how much they've learned.

Ryan // 4th grade
Let's go back to two days before everything happened. People just heard of this virus. Nothing
was really happening, just a regular thing. And then my teacher called me to read an article
about coronavirus. It was called “Coronavirus For Kids”. And basically it said, there's nothing to
worry about. There's nothing that's going to happen to you. Nothing's really going to happen,
and everyone's going to be fine.
Let's just say that didn't happen.

The next day, there was a slight precaution like, we were washing hands frequently. We were
still like, touching one another, you know. And then the next day, no one realized it, but it
would be our last day in school. Tim Walz the governor after that day, he shut schools down.
And for me, it was shocking to know that any of this was even going to happen. I don't even
realize why it's happening. And all it makes me think is I need to know more. And I need to
know more now.
I was in Minneapolis, Minnesota, right after school, and I was mad, very, very mad. A week
later, a week into distance learning. I was on a [Google] Meet with my third grade teacher and
the rest of the class and I realized that this is not going to be over soon. I'm not going to see my
friends, my family. Nothing. And when I realized it, I was heartbroken. It just didn't make sense.
I don't care what any of this was happening, why it was happening, where it was going, and
what it was doing. And that was the turning point.
There's not that many good things that happened in COVID. You can't just lose 300,000 lives,
the murder of George Floyd, distance learning quarantining, it's a very hard time. And if you're
listening to this, and it's like five years later, this is what I have to say to you. This was
madness. I hope it never happens again. And if it does happen again, we will be ready.

Sadie // 7th grade
I'm Sadie and I live in Minneapolis, Minnesota.
Have you ever heard the phrase time stopped? I never really understood what that meant.
Until now. Before the pandemic, my calendar was always filled with birthday parties, school,
sports, homework, and friends. It was always busy. So busy in our household, that we were
scrambling to get out the door for school and activities. And I never took the time to stop – to
stop and think about the events happening in the world around me. I was so caught up in the
speed of my own life.
But then time did stop. It was two years ago in the very same classroom I am sitting in today
that my teacher told us we would be in lockdown learning from home. It didn't sound that
concerning at the time, because we didn't know it would carry on for two whole years.
Here's what time stopping meant. I stopped playing basketball. I stopped seeing my friends
and sitting by them at lunch. I stopped sharing meals with my grandparents. I stopped going to

the park. I stopped performing musical theater. I stopped being sure if we'd ever go back to
school, I stopped caring about my appearance. I stopped feeling frantic. And I started to
change.
What I noticed is that over those two years, I became more observant, especially about what's
happening in our society. I started observing how I felt as a citizen of our country, as a girl
making choices about healthy relationships. As a strong female voice. I realized that we often
don't stop and think about world events until they're close to home or affect us personally or
our own families. But now I know that it is important to stop. It's important to look at the
bigger picture and understand how it affects my own life and the people that I care about. That
when we rush around like we used to. We miss some of the things that matter most.

Sara // 7th grade
The worst thing that could be said on the news would be that there was a new virus here
where we live. But guess what? That's exactly what was said on the news, January of 2020.
I wasn't really paying attention until the news reporter went into detail about this new virus.
Then I listened. I listened to what the reporter was saying – a new virus was found on a cruise
ship. I hope it doesn't come here and spread all over the world, I told my dad. “Well, we'll see,”
he replied. Then things start to go downhill.
In March, the World Health Organization announced that we were in a world pandemic. And to
make matters worse, we had to quarantine. Ugh, give me a break. Being in quarantine had pros
and cons. Pros: spending more time with family, learning new things, and getting to spend
more time doing the things you love at home. Cons: not going to see friends and relatives, not
being able to travel to go to places you love, and especially distance learning. For months, it
felt like being glued to a chair staring at a screen all day. It felt boring and isolated, like the
color gray. And I didn't really feel part of the class because all the knowledge was coming from
a screen, not a classroom. And while all this was going on, people were dying and being
hospitalized every day.
Once quarantine was over, what we thought of as normal life had started to fade away. Put
your mask on. Wash your hands. Stay six feet away were becoming familiar phrases, and they
began to be glued into our brains. We carried hand sanitizer everywhere and things were
regularly sanitized. Small businesses and stores started to close down for good and jobs were

being lost. This pandemic has affected everyone in different ways. Unemployment, stores
closing, sadness, anxiety, depression, loss, and so much more.
But there is hope and it's called a vaccine to shots is all it takes. And it's protecting millions
around the world. Now in 2021 things are getting better. Twelve year olds and older can now
get the vaccine and restrictions are softening for vaccinated people.
COVID has ruined our plans. I know. But even if I can't go to Washington, D.C. this year, and
you probably can't go somewhere either. Look on the bright side. There's a whole other year
ahead of you and years after that. And you have your wonderful self, the one who made it
through the year COVID struck the world.

Serenity // 5th grade
2020 to me was like I had to stay inside and I couldn't talk to my friends or I couldn't do
anything like that. And when I first heard about coronavirus, it was scary because we had to
get out of school out of school because coronavirus started.
When I was at home watching TV, I saw the protests about Black Lives Matter and it was scary
because people of color weren't treated the right way as they should be, but a lot of people
treat people of color differently just because of their skin tone color and stuff like that.
When we came back to school, we had to wear a mask and it was hard because if we would
play like a game or something like that. It was hard. Because you had to wear a mask and we
would be out of breath.

Sophia // 12th grade
I'm so sorry your senior year is ruined. Bummer. Your last year in high school is online? It must
suck to not be able to see anyone? This is the last chance they will get before college.
I hear these sentences non stop. But what is interesting is that I have never actually been that
upset about missing my senior year. Every single person in this world is missing out on
something they're supposed to have. And yes, it hurts that I've missed many football games
and maybe an in person graduation. But does that really matter?

To be real with you, we are all going to grow old and have a million memories throughout our
lives. Is one football game going to be the one that stands out? Especially when you're thinking
about the millions of people that are dying, and just how COVID-19 has affected our world for
the worst.
COVID-19 has definitely affected me negatively. But in some ways, quarantine has affected me
positively. It made me grow more than I ever thought I could. And being alone for that long
with just my family definitely gave some positivity in my life. I had time that I never would have
had before to focus on myself, better myself, and realize who and what I actually want in my
life.
I have lost friends and I've also become closer to many people, which is definitely a good thing
in my life. I have realized who I want to put in effort into and hang out with. Sometimes being a
senior in high school means you're out all the time with your friends. And you don't get to
spend as much time with your parents. But I've gotten the chance to get a lot closer with my
family and have family dinners with them, family game nights, which has been the best thing
ever.
Another positive thing from quarantine is that not being able to go to school actually makes
me more ready to move on to college. And I'm excited for a new chapter of my life. I think
hopefully things will be back to normal by then. And it'll just be a great way to move on with
life.
I know every single person in this world has been affected by COVID-19. And it is not fair at
all. But I think that our world can grow from this.

Stellan // 3rd grade
My name is Stellan. And this is my story. It's called The Year of Worry.
So when everything happened, like the coronavirus and all stuff like that, I was like man, I don't
think it was such a big deal. But then when the coronavirus started getting to people and
killing them, I started to get a little more worried. And I didn't know what was happening and I
didn't feel safe. And then we had to go to virtual school which was really stressful for me and I
cried a lot. And then George Floyd was killed by the kneeling on the neck. And I just felt like

everything was lost in a deep dark pit. Everything. Because he died wrongfully for they
thought he just thought he smuggled a twenty dollar bill and I was really worried.
But then they came up with the vaccine, which took a little more weight off my shoulders. But I
still didn't feel safe. Like I needed to know. I need to feel safe. I needed to feel safe right now. I
need to feel safe, and I need everybody in the world to feel safe right now.
And then, the other killing of a Black man just happened. There's still protests, so that made
me even more worried. But when Derek Chauvin was guilty, I just felt safe all the way. All the
way because that took all the weight off my shoulders. And I just felt like I was safe and I could
feel safe forever.

